Actionable business Insights in 90 days with zero footprint/zero impacts or risks to existing company infrastructure by leveraging cloud computing
Businesses can’t get analytics quickly enough to drive change

- Takes too long
- Data doesn’t show the complete picture
- Tired of additional infrastructure (people and tech) spend
Takes too long

reporting and/or data warehouse solutions can take 6-12+ months to provide any usable analytics.
Data doesn’t show the complete picture

Data sits in multiple systems/locations and valuable data is unused or not even captured
Tired of additional infrastructure (people and tech) spend

Already invested in a data environment and missing data engineers and data scientists
Businesses can’t get analytics quickly enough to drive change

- Takes too long
- Data doesn’t show the complete picture
- Can’t make additional infrastructure investment
Actionable business Insights in 90 days with zero footprint/ zero impacts or risks to existing company infrastructure by leveraging cloud computing.
Insights in 90-Days

Launch to dashboard in 90 days
Monthly adjustments and support
Consolidated Data Environment

Data integrated for you in the cloud
Various stand-alone sources brought together
Pay-as-you-go Environment

Cloud based technology supported by Experis
Actionable business Insights in 90 days with zero footprint/ zero impacts or risks to existing company infrastructure by leveraging cloud computing

- Insights in 90-days
- Consolidated Data Environment
- Pay-as-you go environment
### Product Features:
- Applies analytics to deliver Business Insights:
  - Time series analysis
  - Filtering and what-if analyses
  - Predicts future business performance using Analytics
- 90 day productized service
- Annual subscription
- Central Scalable Cloud Data Environment
- Pay only for what is used

### Targeted Outcomes:
- Business Insights in 90 days
- ROI in < 6 months
- 20% infrastructure cost reduction